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Henbury Loop - the Missing Link: Decision made
In the last newsletter, we reported on the saga of the Henbury Loop versus Henbury Spur
decision. On 17 July, the West of England Partnership Joint Transport Board (WEP JTB) had
decided to go ahead with the Spur rather than the Loop. By the time of the last
newsletter, Bristol City Council (it being one of the four authorities in WEP) had voted to
reject this decision and referred the decision back to the WEP JTB.
This call-in decision was duly discussed at the WEP Joint Transport Board meeting on 16
September. Several organisations (including FOSBR) and Councillors were allowed to
speak before the Board. There were quite a few eloquent speeches bemoaning the wasted
opportunity if the Loop was abandoned. All to no avail!
All on the Board voted to retain the Spur option and gave their reasons, the main
arguments being:
 They had not seen any conclusive evidence to disagree with the consultant's figures on
passenger use and growth (the CH2M Hill had prepared the report which informed the
business case).
 Any delay, to assess options further, would jeopardise the funding for Phase 2. (It was
even considered that trying to sort out proper future-proofing for the Henbury Loop
option, while implementing the Henbury Spur option, would also cause unacceptable
delays and risk the funding).
Following this, there was some discussion on safeguarding the future potential for opening
the Henbury Loop at some later stage. It was stated that some future-proofing of the
Loop had already been agreed and that Henbury Station would be designed/ built in such
a way as to permit the opening of the Loop at some later date.
When questioned about future-proofing the signalling, we were told that WEP could not
commit National Rail (NR) on this. However a National Rail Senior Development Manager,
present at the meeting, intimated that NR could do some signalling provision for the Loop
while doing the work for the Spur. This sounded good?
After the meeting, it turned out not quite so good as it sounded. We were told that NR
would explore and possibly put in provision for the Loop signalling while doing necessary
works for the Spur. They would not do extra, beyond this, to help future-proof the Loop.
In simple terms this means that if they, for example, put in a signal for the spur, it will if
possible be done in such a way that it can be used for a future spur option. But they would
not put in extra signalling for a possible Loop beyond that.
Apparently if the Loop option is considered in the future, it would have to go through all
the GRIP (Guide to Railway Investment Projects) stages again, plus of course there would
have to be reams of consultants reports, etc. - all ending with a hugely increased cost. It
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seems very unlikely that a Loop will happen in the near future. It ought to be said that
some Councillors who supported the Spur decision, did so reluctantly and do sincerely
hope to enable the Loop sometime. Who knows, it might happen?
and talking about the Loop ......
The photo below was sent in by Richard Giles, a FOSBR member. It shows a 5-car DMU set
passing Chittening near Hallen Marsh Junction - further west of where the new Spur
terminus will be. This was taken during the Bristol Community Rail Festival on Saturday 29
September 2012. Special trains, named 'Severnsiders' for the day, were put on to Portbury
and the Henbury Loop - organised by First Great Western, Severnside Community Rail
Partnership and the West of England Partnership. This was the 1512 train: Temple Meads
→ Filton West → Henbury → Avonmouth → Temple Meads.

P.S. Richard had wanted to get to Temple Meads on the day but he did not make it. He got
held up in traffic in Southville - due to Bristol City playing Leeds at Ashton Gate!
Andrew Staniszewski
We are sad to announce that Andrew died while on holiday in India last October. He had
been a keen FOSBR supporter for many years. He was passionate about trains and loved
travelling - so had a wide-ranging knowledge of railways and stations in countries
throughout the world. Julie Boston said: 'Very sad about Andrew. I met Andrew in the
early nineties during the Anti-Poll Tax campaign. In the following years we often bumped
into each other in the Gloucester Road co-op and he was especially delighted when he
told me about his journey in Australia - which he recorded so well in a recent FOSBR
newsletter'. We send our condolences to his wife, Teresa, and family.
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FOSBR Visit to the new Newcourt Station

Carol Durrant

On Saturday 14th November, a good number of FOSBRites made the trip down to visit the
new station at Newcourt, Exeter. On this visit we wanted to see this brand new station,
meet the local rail activists and find out how they helped get this station opened.
The first hitch of the journey came on the Severn Beach Line when we discovered that
Newcourt does not exist as a destination on the portable ticket machines, nor is it yet
familiar to the ticket sales team! The GWR lady assumed we meant Newport but we
sorted out the misunderstanding and settled on destination Topsham instead. The
Crosscountry train from Bristol Temple Meads to Exeter St Davids was delayed, so
unfortunately we missed our connection to the Avocet Line and kept our hosts waiting an
extra half hour at Newcourt.
The welcome committee consisted of Chris Austin of the Avocet Community Rail Forum,
Mike Reddaway & Noel Harrison of the Avocet Line Rail User Group, Ken & Judy Cretney of
Friends of Newcourt Station and Andrew Leadbetter from Devon County Council. The
weather was drizzly so we squeezed under the (single) platform shelter and Andrew gave
us an introduction to the key players who collaborated on station creation.
Still within the half-hour interval between southbound trains, FOSBR’s Julie told of the
ambitions and frustrations of rail campaigning in Bristol. We showed the FOSBR schematic
map and handed out FOSBR newsletters. Our hosts then took us one stop down the line to
Topsham where we admired the topiary and flower beds and followed the route of the old
goods line down to the Topsham Quay for a look across the moody Exe Estuary. After a
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sandwich in the brasserie, some of us went shopping in the antiques shop, some rode
further down the Avocet Line to Exmouth and some popped back to Newcourt to admire
the shiny new station facilities that £8 M will buy you.
Many thanks to our super-friendly hosts and we hope to visit the Avocet Line again,
perhaps in summer to take advantage of the Topsham-Turf Ferry across the estuary.
Credit is also due to the CrossCountry conductor on the train north who enthusiastically
announced each station as titillating Tiverton, tantalizing Taunton and beautiful Bristol. I
like to think he continues his journey in the same vein with charismatic Cheltenham,
brilliant Birmingham, terrific Tamworth and so forth.

Thanks to Michael Farr for copy of this
official opening ticket.

Ed: The build of Cranbrook Station in Exeter is now complete and services started there on
Sunday 13th December (thanks to John Walker for this update)

What Newcourt shows us

Peter Gould

When we met the Newcourt rail activists, I told them about the politics of CUBA (Counties
that Used to Be Avon). Quickly, I realised we had fallen in to a cultural gulf because they
told me that, in Devon, 'We do it different round yer'.
About eighteen months ago, FOSBR visited Barnstaple and our visit prompted me to write
a brief polemic in a Newsletter (No. 85, April 2014) about the need to run local trains
through Temple Meads rather than terminate “Branch Lines” there. Our experience, the
day we went to Newcourt, reinforces this. At Exeter St Davids, we were inexplicably late
and missed a connection; however quite soon a train arrived from Paignton for Exmouth.
It was packed. Many people got off at Exeter Central but it was still well loaded. On the
way to Newcourt (a station so new that some ticket machines don’t recognise it), we
stopped several times and nearly alighted once by mistake.
There is a moral, as the Duchess said. Basically there are two ways to run a railway:
 On the one hand you can play trains “dress up an engine diagram as a passenger time
table”. The aim is to move the rolling stock from A to Z as quickly as possible, ignoring
B-Y.
 On the other hand you can work out where passengers (workers, shoppers, scholars,
tourists) want to go to, whence and when. Then devise a service to fit their
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requirements. (Calling them Customers does not meet their requirements: it just
irritates.)
Like Birmingham on its cross city line from Lichfield to many points south of New Street,
Devon devised a system to serve passengers. Trains regularly, frequently, stop at many
stations. The aim is to move people, not rolling stock.
So far as one can tell, CUBA is itching to get it wrong again. The rejection of the Henbury
Loop is a sign that CUBA lacks any sense that there should be a network serving as
many places as possible, providing cross city links. I fear that the Portishead Branch will
be only that: a non-stop commuter shuttle, terminating at Temple Meads, whilst the
Severn Beach trains shuttle up and down from the far end of the station.
Compare this with Exeter’s dense cluster of interconnected city stations - this is what
CUBA should emulate.

Wessex Wanderer Railway Walks 2015 season
Ann Light, Wessex Walks Webmaster
The 2015 season ran from early May to mid-October with a 6 week break over the summer
school holidays due to the Box Tunnel and the line being shut between Bath and
Trowbridge. We had 31 walks, these ranging from guided tours of Bradford on Avon and
Dorchester West (all Blue Badge Guides) to a 15 mile walk from Freshford. There was a
variety of walks up and down the line - with 2 walks on Portland, visiting Bruton and the
new art gallery there (Hauser and Writh), and also a walk to Farleigh Hungerford Castle
from Avoncliff and a walk from Severn Beach. We were extremely lucky with the weather
as it was dry on all walks bar one where it rained in the afternoon. Our seasons have gone
from strength to strength and numbers average 17. This summer was excellent and we
were lucky that we only had one major problem with train - but otherwise it worked well.
All walks are led by volunteer members of the Ramblers.
I have decided to take a back step this year; I am no longer the walks coordinator but I will
still be involved with leading walks and going on them where possible and maintaining the
website. I have handed over the baton to Joy Harrison who lives in North Bristol and, at
the time of writing, is currently beavering away at the programme for 2016. This is due to
start on Saturday 21st May 2016 with an urban walk being led by Peter Gould, starting at
Bristol Temple Meads station.
All walks are open to members and non-members of the Ramblers and the programme
should be finalised and ready for distribution by the end of January 2016. If you are
interested in coming on some of the walks next year, they again will be varied with a
guided tour of Trowbridge and many other walks up and down the line between Bristol
and Weymouth.
Please keep an eye on our website www.wessexrailwaywalks.org.uk. where the
programme will be featured. Should you require a printed programme, please either
request this via the website or ring 0117 979 8628 and I will send you one in due course.
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Henbury Station
Yes, there is going to be a Henbury railway station again, as part of MetroWest Phase 2 but where? The Council are putting two options out to consultation.
Option A is Located
west of the A4018
Wyck Beck Road &
east of Station Road on the location of the
former station.
Option B is located
immediately east of
the A4018 Wyck
Beck Road where it
crosses over the
Henbury railway line.

The consultation period runs from 30 November 2015 until 25 January 2016. Two
exhibitions were held in Henbury Library, on the 3rd and 9th of December where members
of the project team were on hand to discuss the options and answer questions. Although
these are now past you can still have your say. There is a questionnaire on the Travel
West website - so, if you have views on where the Station should be built, please fill in this
questionnaire (before 25 January).
For the Consultation leaflet: http://travelwest.info/wp-ontent/uploads/2015/11/henbury-leafletwinter-201516.pdf
For the Questionnaire: https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/henburystation
Old Henbury Station (closed
to passengers in 1964)
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BUILDING BRISTOL’S RAIL ROUTES – A TALE OF THE PROVERBIAL CURATE’S EGG
Mark Weston (Councillor: Henbury & Brentry; Conservative Group Leader on Bristol CC)
As 2015 draws to its end, now is the traditional time for reflection on what has been
achieved whilst looking ahead to the challenges that may confront us in all aspects of our
lives.
This year has been an eventful one with tremendous progress made in taking forward
plans to modernise much of our rail network. But, there have also been some
disappointments. After decades of neglect and under-investment, sometimes it seems
that for every two steps forward, these strides have often been accompanied by setbacks.
MetroWest, the great £100 million hope for transforming travel by train in our region,
continues to advance. Phase 1 of this scheme promises to reopen the long discarded and
disused Portishead branch line, which has been closed to passenger traffic since 1964.
Phase 2 will see the delivery of many new stations such as those planned for Henbury and
Ashley Down. Meanwhile, Bristol Parkway and Filton Abbeywood will get extra tracks and
new platforms.
Against this has to be set the huge disappointment we have all felt over the decision by the
West of England Joint Transport Board not proceed with a Henbury Loop line in favour of a
much less ambitious ‘spur’ option.
There has also been a great deal of Parliamentary furore over the increasing expense of
electrification of Brunel’s Great Western mainline from London – through Bristol – to
Cardiff. Engineering challenges are causing delays and raising the spectre of spiralling
costs but, the good news here is that these problems are being overcome and this upgrade
continues undaunted. There is a political determination to see this through.
Of course, there is always more that can be done. Politicians from all Parties who believe
in rail must continue to work together to maximise the potential of local rail. We need to
cooperate with neighbouring authorities to bring even more stations back into use in
strategically important places like Ashton Gate (where Conservatives have been successful
in securing £50k in the Mayor’s budget to work-up a special business case for its
construction). I still want to see extra stations built along the lines at St Anne’s; Chittening;
Charlton Holt and Horfield as well as over the borders at Corsham and Saltford. None of
this progress is possible without the invaluable help, dedication and expertise of fellow rail
enthusiasts like FOSBR.
Finally, I promise to continue to make the case for travel by train. Only this form of public
transport offers the promise of being able to carry the kind of numbers which will really
make a difference to our crowded and congested roads.
There is still a long way to go before one can genuinely herald the arrival of a new golden
age of rail. Like the proverbial curate’s egg, this is a tale that is good in parts.
Nevertheless, at last, we appear to be on the right track.
Ed: Mark is a passionate supporter of rail and it is great to get his perspective on the trials and
tribulations when trying to improve the network in this area
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Friends of Ashton Gate Station

Chris Banks

This group was launched in January 2015 with the support of Bristol Sport and, almost a
year later, we are making good progress:
 The establishment of our website ashtongatestation@gmail.com
 Petitioning and leaflet distribution at community events in North Street and at Ashton
Gate Stadium.
 We already have many more than the 3,500 signatures required to trigger a debate in
a full council meeting, to take place in January 2016.
 We’ve gathered evidence to show that the passenger forecasts in the original
consultants’ report failed to take into account many new and existing sources of
community and business use.
 This extra potential use is made clear in a recent review by Bristol Sport of the
CH2MHILL ‘Bristol New Stations High Level Assessment Study’, and statements of
support by local businesses and UWE Bower Ashton Campus.
 In August 2016 the new stadium development will offer unrivalled facilities in the
south-west, with a 900 seat conference centre, three restaurants and an exhibition
space. Bookings for 2016 already exceed 75,000 delegates!
 There are over 1,100 staff and students at UWE Bower Ashton, with over 200 currently
travelling by car.
 The station would give easy access to other local attractions including the Tobacco
Factory theatres and the Balloon Fiesta.
 We have cross-party support from many local councillors and MPs.
 In addition the Mayor has pledged £50,000 in his budget towards a new report.
 We hope the new report will lead to adequate funding. We shall continue to press for
this, and to maintain and public awareness of our campaign.

Location of old Ashton Gate Station
Beneath Ashton Way flyover

Proposed new station site at the end of
Barons Close

How you can help:
 Sign the petition on our website (see above)
 Complete an individual survey: consultation@bristol.gov.uk
or write to us at Ashton Gate Station Campaign, PO Box 372, Whiteladies Rd, BS8 2AX
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Freedom of the Zone

Carol Durrant

With errands to run in Severn Beach and Limpley Stoke, it seemed a good opportunity for
me to try to use a travel pass to the full. The Freedom Travelpass gives “unlimited travel
on most bus and all train services within Bristol, Bath & North East Somerset, North
Somerset and South Gloucestershire”. I wanted to attempt to travel through all valid
railway stations without duplicating a route, i.e. alternating rail and bus.
While researching this, I had enquired in
Bristol Bus Station - only to be told by the
ticket salesman that no one had ever asked
him for a Freedom Travelpass! Luckily the
Bristol Temple Meads (BTM) rail staff were
more familiar with this ticket option. So,
armed with a Zone ABC (Bristol, Bath &
Weston) Peak 1-day Travelpass (£13.50)
and an approximate map of CUBA (Counties
that used to be Avon), I was free to roam.
Montpelier to Weston-super-Mare – Train*2 (change BTM)
This train to Weston affords good views of the progress on Bristol’s arena bridge south of
Temple Meads and the muddy sweep of the south Bristol Link Road/MetroBus building
site. There wasn’t much time to spare in Weston so I paid only a fleeting visit to “Off The
Rails”, the characterful station bar at Weston.
Weston-super-Mare to Cribbs Causeway via Clevedon & Portishead – X5 First Bus
The pavement outside Weston station is still stencilled with directions to the (now closed)
Banksy Dismaland. The interchange from the train station to the X5 bus involves hacking
across the Tesco car park to Alexandra Parade. Several other train travellers took this
route, bouncing their wheeled suitcases over the kerbs. As we were told at the recent
RailFuture meeting, 'every rail/bus interchange has to balance passenger convenience with
optimal bus routings'!

The X5 route to Clevedon follows the M5 J21-J20 - which must cause havoc to the
timetables during the summer holiday traffic! To Portishead we followed the scenic route
along the coast and up the Gordano valley - while the final stretch over the Avon goes on
the M5 from J19-J17 (Cribbs). The entire bus decanted into Cribbs Causeway shopping
centre and, as I was bored of sitting on the late-running bus (90 minute journey so far), I
joined the shopping frenzy. Not a wasted visit - as I was able to sample some free tots of
seasonal port and chocolate biscuits in M&S!
Cribbs Causeway to Severn Beach – 625 Severnside Bus
Cribbs has a busy bus station - perhaps one day MetroWest Phase 2 will mean that a stand
reads “Shuttle Bus to Henbury Railway Station”! However, back in the real world, the
handy 625 mini-bus joins Cribbs to Severn Beach via Easter Compton and Pilning. In Severn
Beach I had time for a walk along the waterfront, a bacon sandwich in Shirley’s Café and a
chat with the lovely Shirley herself.
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Severn Beach to Freshford – Train *2 (change BTM)
The journey south from Severn Beach gives a good view of the new spur which links the
Severn Beach line to the Severnside “energy from waste” plant. From December, nightrunning waste trains will bring this waste from London via Narroways Junction. At
Avonmouth station an oblong of fresh tarmac highlights a sad absence - the recentlydeparted station building! After a change at Temple Meads, the Weymouth train took me
down the Heart of Wessex line to Freshford - past fields full of sheep looking amazed at the
train passing them by.
Limpley Stoke to Bath – 265 First Bus
I had read the timetable wrong for the 265 and so had a longer wait than expected.
However this did allow me time to read the parish noticeboards. My plans for this stretch
of the journey went further awry when it became clear that traffic into Bath was unusually
heavy, it being the opening night of the Bath Christmas Markets. But every cloud has a
silver lining - I now had an hour to fritter in Bath and found a friend selling prints at her
market “chalet”. And there was a mulled wine stall next door….
Bath to Yate – 620 Wessex Bus & 47 First Bus
By the time I got on the 620 to Yate it was already dark - so not the scenic trip through
South Gloucestershire that might have been envisaged. A quick hop on the 47 from Yate
Shopping Centre to Yate Station allowed connection to the Bristol train.
Yate to Montpelier – Train *2 (change Stapleton Road)
On Yate station I met a gentleman doing the West of England Partnership (WEP) November
weekday passenger count for South Glos, the count having been delayed by the signal
failure at Bristol Parkway two Thursday’s previously. This count provides data which, with
others, is of great value for analysing passenger trends.
Home sweet home!
Many miles were covered but other routes remain unexplored. It would have been nice to
reach frontiers of the zone by bus, such as Thornbury and Midsomer Norton. I’d be
interested to hear how other passengers make good use of a Freedom Travelpass.
Ed: So Carol was able to travel quite a few miles on one Travelpass. We would like to hear
your stories about travelling with a Travelpass, either in this area or anywhere in the UK.
Let us know the highs and lows of your trip - plus any tips we need to know about..

The Coffee Trike
One night a few Fridays ago, somebody broke into Keira's Coffee Trike garage by Redland
station. Many things were taken (such as tools, ramps, etc.) and the place left in a proper
mess. Resilient as ever though, Keira was only unable to be open for that day and
"business as usual" resumed the following Monday. Fortunately the Trike itself proved
beyond their thieving capabilities. Somebody, either using the station or perhaps walking
on the overbridge by the park, must have seen her putting the Trike away after a day's
work and targeted her.
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Keira has not let this deter her and it shows something of the stuff she's made of that she
continues with her sterling work at Redland station in her usual good humour. We wish
her all the best and thank her for continuing to brighten up the station despite this
setback. Please continue to support her business at the station if you are passing through.

SEA MILLS, 1956

(Michael Farr)

I took this photo at Sea Mills in 1956. I always liked riding in the old Great Western
Railway diesel railcars as at one end you could look out though the driver’s cab at the track
ahead. In Bristol we had three single cars and one of the two twin sets, Nos 35 and 36,
which normally worked with a centre coach; it was scheduled to work the 08.05 from
Temple Meads to Weymouth and on its return filled in with local journeys, one of them the
4.42 (16.42) from Bristol to Severn Beach which I often caught home from work at
Mardons at Temple Gate.
The reason I took this photo was that, on a late evening trip from Bath to Bristol on 10th
April 1956, the leading car of the twin unit caught fire and, as the coach had been removed
to improve performance, the flames fanned back into the second car. As the new-fangled
diesel multiple units were on the way they did not repair 35 and 36 and, as can be seen in
this picture, their rosters were operated by two of the single units with the specially wired
extra coach in the centre.
Ed: this is the second of a series of reminiscences from Michael (our Cornish émigré)
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Walks from local stations - an open letter to FGW

Julie Boston

To: Matthew Golton, Bid Director, First Great Western franchise
Dear Matthew
Each year, from the Spring to the Autumn, members of the Ramblers Association lead
Wessex Wanderer Railway Walks from stations between Weymouth and Bristol Temple
Meads. FGW has been supportive and provided scratch cards which allowed 2 return
tickets for each person leading a rail walk. As every walk needs to be worked out and
walked out in advance, these train tickets have been enormously helpful.
Please could you restore this support in 2016? Ideally GW will also put it into the
franchise possibly out of the ‘£2.3 million fund to help support community rail
initiatives over the next three years’.
Your sincerely ......
The

£2.3 M fund is specified in the new GWR franchise extension and an article about this, headed
‘Community Rail Boost’ in the November issue of ‘Modern Railways’, inspired this open letter
request. The Wessex Wanderer Railway Walks would welcome good news !

Severn Beach Line: Passenger Numbers

SCRP

WEP

Passenger journeys per year

FGW

Three different data sources can be used to estimate how many people actually use the
Severn Beach line. Two are projections based on passenger counts - one from one day in
June (organised by the Severnside Community Rail Partnership, SCRP) and the other from
one day in November (organised by the West of England Partnership, WEP). The third is
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from annual ticket sales (reported by FGW) to give an idea of actual ridership - but, as we
all know, this is always an under-estimate due to inadequate revenue collection (revenue
loss is estimated as 15% of journey totals). The histogram (above) shows estimates of
single journeys made on the line from 2005 to 2015. All three sets of data show a dramatic
increase following the introduction of the enhanced service in May 2008 plus continued
growth since then - and now the line carries well over a million journeys per year. Not bad,
considering that there were plans in the eighties to close the line for ever!

Rail Resurgence in the West of England, 7th November 2015
This conference, organised by Railfuture and held at the Mercure Hotel, Redcliffe Hill,
Bristol, aimed to highlight the good things that were happening to rail in our region.
Some 140 delegates attended, welcomed by Assistant Mayor Simon Cook. The speakers
were:
Matthew Golton (Great Western Railway Bid Director): 'Great Western Franchise
Extension'. Detailing the new developments (trains, services & facilities) during this
franchise extension to 1 April 2019
James Freeman (Managing Director of First Bus West of England): 'Bus-Rail
integration'. Discussing improvements to bus services in the area and the need to
integrate bus and rail to make the best use of both modes of transport - both physically
but also with better information systems and ticketing
James White (Metro West Programme Manager, West of England Local Enterprise
Partnership): 'Metro West'. Outlining the progress with Phases 1 and 2 and beyond.
Tina Biggs (Secretary, FOSBR): 'FOSBR aims
and activities'. A speaker had to pull out and,
at the last moment, it was agreed that Tina
should speak instead. With only 10 minutes
during lunchtime to prepare, she gave a
brilliant talk about FOSBR - together with
graphics to show the local rail services around
Bristol. Well done Tina!
John Parry (Managing Director, Parry People Movers Ltd): 'The intermediate mode - the
gap between buses and heavy rail'. Discussing the relevance of very light rail, such as
the Parry People Mover used successfully at Stourbridge for the last 6 years.
Peter Wakefield (Chairman, Railfuture East Anglia): 'East Anglia shows the way'. He
gave advice on campaigning, based on his experience with re-opening and service
improvement campaigns in East Anglia.
Gerald Duddridge (Chairman, Railfuture Devon & Cornwall): 'Speed and resilience in the
South West'. He discussed in detail the means by which train travel from London to
the far south west could be speeded up, together with the limitations.
Ed: A full report on the Conference has been prepared by Nigel Bray of Railfuture,
Severnside Branch. You can find it on www.railfuture.org.uk/conference.
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Local Rail will always need Friends

Julie Boston

People love rail travel because it is direct. No traffic lights, few hold-ups and, if you have a
seat, relaxing. And it is the love of rail that, for the past fifty years, has made some heroic
people stand up to protect our local lines.
People such as Chris Hooper, now Treasurer of the Friends of Bridgwater Station, who in
the seventies worked at Avonmouth Docks. He was involved in a campaign to save the
Severn Beach line. He remembers taking part in a survey of passenger numbers every day
for a week. The campaigning group called a public meeting in a school in Shirehampton this was packed to the rafters! One of the speakers was the Temple Meads station master
who explained that the line had to close. The meeting rejected his suggestion and he
stormed out of the meeting in a rage!
The Severn Beach Line Passenger Association (SBLPA) in the eighties had a different
approach. I wasn't in Bristol at the time but understand that the decision makers underreported passenger numbers (how unusual - haven't we heard this again and again). This
was challenged by many people, including a boy who lived in Shirehampton and went to
school in Bristol. SBLPA promoted leisure travel and even organised day trips from local
stations to Cardiff, Shrewsbury and Birmingham. At least two of their members have been
in FOSBR since 1996: David Collingbourne organised and paid for the first FOSBR stickers in
1996 and Mike Baker has designed our FOSBR Awards and cards.
Besides the energy and imagination of volunteers, local rail also needs the enthusiasm and
support of local councillors and MPs. Things have moved on greatly since the eighties with
many more of our elected officials supporting local rail services - the introduction of the
Metro West project is an obvious example. But still more needs to be done! At a recent
Transport meeting, at which an update on Temple Meads was on the agenda, Councillors
showed concern about buses and the route of the MetroBus - but no one mentioned the
20+ local stations which feed into and out of Temple Meads station.
The next challenge for rail campaigners is the Joint Spatial Plan and Transport Study. This
is a study on both the housing and transport needs of the area for the next 20 years - up to
2036. There is a full public consultation, ending on 29 January. As far as rail is concerned,
the most important part of this is the West of England Joint Transport Study and the four
local councils (Bristol, BANES, North Somerset and South Gloucestershire) are asking
people who live, work and travel in the West of England for their views on the key
transport issues affecting the area, and what sort of transport solutions should be looked
at over the next 20 years.
It is very important that we do not end up with a road-based strategy and so FOSBR will
certainly being providing input to this consultation. Also, in conjunction with Transport for
Greater Bristol (TfGB), we aim to get rail maps published in the Bristol Post of the local rail
network - highlighting potential new/ reopened stations in the area. Hopefully this will
raise public awareness of the issues and enable people to question officials at the
consultation meetings and put informed views forward.
Details about the public consultation can be found at: www.jointplanningwofe.org.uk
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Network Rail & the Electrification Programme
Some of you will be aware of recent problems with the proposed Greater Western
Electrification Programme (GWEP). In October it was thought that there could be up to a
two year delay and the price has apparently soared three fold (now some £3 billion
pounds). This could have various knock on effects - such as the new electric trains,
designed for the Great Western main line, having to be paid for but not being able to be
used. The Class 165/166 diesel multiple units, currently used on suburban services from
Paddington, are due to be moved to the Bristol area for use on local services, to replace
the current train sets - this too could be delayed if electrification is stalled.
There are many reasons for the delays. One was that NR did not know where signalling
cables were buried and twice cut through them when installing electrification kit
(oops!!!). Now it has to dig a trial pit on the site of every pile it plans to hammer into the
ground - vastly increasing the time. There are in fact many other problems with the NR
renewals programme nationally (not just the GWEP) and the Government has become
seriously concerned. They have set up four reviews to look at the issues:





Under Sir Peter Hendy: to develop proposals for how the rail upgrade programme will
be carried out.
Under Dame Colette Bowe: reviewing how the problems arose in the first place.
Under Nicola Shaw: to look at how NR can be organised and financed in the future.
Department for Transport asking why the Office of Rail & Road (ORR) let it happen.

In terms of the GWEP, the Hendy review is the most significant. Various editions of this
report have been published and it is difficult (even for railway experts) to know what the
final outcome will be. The latest version of the report suggests that all the GWEP
schemes being delivered in Control Period 5 (2014-2019) - so perhaps the delays won't be
as much as feared?
Apparently part of the additional money needed to get the national NR renewals
programme back on track (excuse the pun!) will come from the sale of 'non-core' and low
value assets, including some property. As far as Bristol is concerned, Railtrack sold off
Montpelier and Redland station buildings and land in Avonmouth. What is left to sell off
round here?
So, at present things are up in the air. We will update you as and when more information
becomes available.
Wessex Wanderer Winter Get Together – Saturday 16th January 2016
Walk and then lunch at the Railway Inn at Westbury
Train times (trains stop at all stations between Bristol & Westbury)
Outwards: catch the 09.49 from Bristol Temple Meads, arriving Westbury at 10.36
Return:

leaving Westbury at 15.38, arriving back at Temple Meads at 16.29

FOSBR members are cordially invited to join this 4 mile walk. If you are interested in coming
please call Ann Light on 0117 979 8628 or e-mail ae.light@btinternet.com for further details.
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FoSBR Annual General Meeting
When: Friday 29 January 2016, 6 pm for a 6.30 pm start (finishing by 9.30 pm latest)
Where: Halo Restaurant & Bar, 141 Gloucester Road, Bristol, BS7 8BA. (Our meeting will
be in the function room at the back of the Café).
Directions: The Halo Café is 5 minutes’ walk north from the Arches.
Trains: Suitable trains leave Temple Meads at 18.03 and Avonmouth at 18.04. After the
meeting, there are trains from Montpelier for Temple Meads at 20.22 and 21.56, and for
Avonmouth at 20.44 and 21.45.
Refreshments: You can buy drinks and food from the licensed bar in the café.
We have organised a lively and informative group of speakers:
 Bernard Lane (FOSBR Chair): FOSBR activities & achievements in 2015
 Chris Austin, our main speaker for the evening: Re-openings and the mistakes of past
closures. This will be a fascinating talk (with powerpoint illustrations)
 Various speakers: Regional roundup
There will be lots of time for questions/discussion – so come along & join in.

Please note:
 If you wish to be nominated for any of the six Committee posts (Chair, Secretary,
Membership Secretary, Treasurer, Campaigns Organiser and Press Officer), please give
your nomination to Julie when you arrive.
 We will be pleased to collect membership renewals at the AGM – individual
membership is £8 (or £4 for concessions) – see enclosed form.
Chris Austin is a board member of the Association of Community Rail Partnerships, secretary of
the All Party Parliamentary Group on Heritage Railways and a member of the Railway Heritage
Designation Advisory Board of the Science Museum. He is chairman of the Avocet Line
Community Rail Forum in Devon, and of the West Somerset Steam Railway Trust and is an active
volunteer on the WSR. He also chairs the Infrastructure and Networks Group for Railfuture. He
retired in February, 2009 as Head of Public Affairs for ATOC, after a railway career of 42 years.
Prior to this, he was an executive director with the Strategic Rail Authority, responsible for
producing the Government’s policy on Community Rail Development. He worked for British Rail
for thirty years, finishing as the Board’s Director of Policy and Parliamentary Affairs.

Our next newsletter will be in Spring 2016. If you have anything for the next newsletter
(comments, photos, whinges, praise, anecdotes, poems, etc.), please send them in to us.

Contact us:
General enquiries: general@fosbr.org.uk
Facebook: www.facebook.com/FOSBR
Membership: membership@fosbr.org.uk
Twitter: www.twitter.com/FOSBR
Newsletter: newsletter@fosbr.org.uk
Website: www.fosbr.org.uk
Campaigning: campaigns@fosbr.org.uk
or write to FoSBR, c/o 29 Brighton Road, Redland, Bristol, BS6 6NU
 FOSBR, printed by Sprinters
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